
Supplies: 
Holiday Pop-Up Shoppe Stamps and Dies
Stitched Polka Dot Card Front Die
Friendship Garden Dies
Triple-Step Floral Frame Stamps 
Circle Die, Small Heart Die
Aqua SAqua Sky, Oceanside, Sprout, Parsley,
Sorbet, Honeysuckle, Buttercup, Grapefruit,
Evergreen and White Cardstock
Silver Glitter Paper and Acetate
Evergreen, Oceanside and Black ink
Honeysuckle, Buttercup and White
Enamel Dots
Liquid GlueLiquid Glue, ¼” Double-Sided Tape and
Tape Runner

Instructions:
1. Die cut the following from the cardstock colors of your choosing:
 - 2 storefronts
 - 2 awnings
 - 2 solid doors and 2 door panels
  - 4 window trim pieces
 - 1 door trim piece
 - 4 stem pieces from the Friendship Garden Dies and their coordinating flowers
 - 2 circles from White Cardstock
 - 2 small hearts from glitter cardstock

2. Take the storefront pieces and run them each through your die cutting machine with the Stitched
Polka Dot Card Front Die.

33. Adhere the solid door and door panels together and add to the left of the window of the storefront 
and flush with the score line. Add white trim above the door and a White Enamel Dot for the doorknob. 
Add glitter heart to the center of the top door panel.

4. Adhere stem pieces from the Friendship Garen Dies to the bottom of the window and add the flowers.

5. To create the window box, layer 3 window trim pieces upside down, adhering each one slightly lower 
than the last. Glue the remaining piece of trim above the window. 

6. Cut acetate sheet to 2-½” x 3”. Adhere behind the window opening. 

77. Repeat steps 3-6 on the second storefront.

8. Score White 4-¼” x 11” cardstock at 5-½” and fold to create a top fold card. 
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9. Fold all score lines on storefronts. Add ¼” double sided tape to the tabs. Adhere just the bottom tab
of one of the storefronts to the bottom of the White card. Take ¼” double sided tape liner off of top
tab and adhere to card. Repeat on the back side of the card with the second storefront.

10. Stamp sentiments from the Triple-Step Floral Frame on die-cut circles and slide in behind the
windows on each side.

1111. Stamp stripes on both awnings. Fold score lines and add ¼” double sided tape to the top tabs. 
Adhere the first awning to top of card base so the top is flush with the top of card. Repeat on the other 
side of the card with the second awning.

12. Cut 4 thin strips of glitter cardstock and glue the strips along both the front and top folds of the
awnings.

Card Size: 5-½” x 4-¼”
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Supplies: 
Holiday Joy Stencils, Stamps and Dies
Cranberry, Evergreen and White Cardstock
Honeysuckle, Cranberry, Aqua Sky, Peacock,
Parsley, Evergreen, Dove and Black ink
Grapefruit Enamel Dots
Liquid GlueLiquid Glue, Tape Runner and Foam Tape

Instructions:
1. Die cut the following:
 - 3 JOY backgrounds from White cardstock
 - 6 Leaves from Evergreen cardstock
 - 3 Stems from Evergreen cardstock
 - 9 Berries from Cranberry cardstock

22. Stencil full JOY with Honeysuckle ink. Layer inner JOY and stencil again with Honeysuckle ink. Stamp 
Layer shadow and stencil with Dove ink. 

3. Using a stamping platform, stamp the inner J, O and Y outlines in Cranberry ink, then die cut stenciled 
JOY with coordinating die.

4. Stencil full JOY with Aqua Sky ink. Layer inner JOY and stencil again with Aqua Sky ink. Layer shadow 
and stencil with Dove ink. 

55. Using a stamping platform, stamp the inner J, O and Y outlines in Peacock ink, then die cut stenciled 
JOY with coordinating die.

6. Stencil full JOY with Parsley ink. Layer inner JOY and stencil again with Parsley ink. Layer shadow and 
stencil with Dove ink. 

7. Using a stamping platform, stamp the inner J, O and Y outlines in Evergreen ink, then die cut stenciled 
JOY with coordinating die.

88. Using a scratch piece of 5” x 7” paper, layer the stenciled JOY pieces together by placing liquid glue at 
the bottom of the sentiment. See video for visual instruction. 

9. Die cut three JOY pieces from White cardstock to create the back of the card. 
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10. Flip the front of the card over to help align the pieces. Hold the top Joy piece in place, adhere anoth-
er JOY with liquid adhesive so it lines up with the front of the card. Do the same with the third JOY. See 
video for visual instructions.

11. Cut two 3-½” x 5” White card panels. 

12. Place liquid glue in the corners of one panel and adhere to the center of the back card to create a 
place for your message. Do the same to the inside of the front panel so your message doesn’t show 
through to the front of your card. 

13. Create a hinge to form the card by taking the back piece and scoring ½” from the top. Fold back and 
forth and then use a bone folder to emphasize the hinge.  

14. Flatten out the back piece and add liquid glue only above the scoreline. Lay card front on top, and 
press the top down to secure.

15. Adhere berries to the stems. Add Grapefruit enamel dots.

16. Stamp TO YOU & YOURS sentiment in Black ink on White cardstock and cut out with banner die. 

17. Add berry stems, leaves, and sentiment to the card. 

CCard Size: 5” x 7”
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Supplies: 
Holiday Pop-Up Shoppe Stamps and Dies
Gingham Background Stamp
Winter Wonderland Dies
Poinsettia Quilt Top Dies 
Cranberry, Mushroom, Parsley, Evergreen,
MarmaladeMarmalade, Black and White Cardstock
White Glitter Paper and Acetate
Cranberry, Mushroom and White Ink
Cranberry, Evergreen and Black Enamel Dots
Sequin Pack from Holiday Joy Class
Liquid Glue, ¼” Double-Sided Tape, Foam
Adhesive Strips and Tape Runner

Instructions:Instructions:
1. Die cut the following from the cardstock colors of your choosing:
 - 1 storefront
 - 1 awning
 - 1 solid doors and 1 door panel
 - 2 window trim pieces
 - 1 door trim piece
  - 2 wreaths in different greens
 - 2 garlands in different greens
 - 3 bows
 - 2 snowmen, 4 arms, 2 noses, 2 hats and 1 scarf from the Winter Wonderland Dies
 - JOY sentiment from the Poinsettia Quilt Top Dies

2. Using your MISTI, take the storefront piece and stamp it with the Gingham Background. 

3. Stamp stripes on the awning.

44. Trim the storefront by cutting along the score lines closest to the window.

5. Trim the top scoreline of the awning. 

6. Adhere the solid door and door panel together and add to the left of the window of the storefront and 
flush with the score line. Add white trim above the door and above and below the window.

7. Glue wreath pieces together, turning slightly so the second color peeks through. Do the same with the 
wreath. 

8. Adhere the wreath to the door and garland to the top of the window. Attach bows.

99. Cut acetate sheet to 2-½” x 3”.
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10. On the back of the storefront add ¼” double sided tape around the window, trimming the excess off 
the outer edge. Remove tape liner and attach acetate.

11. Use double-sided foam tape to seal off the window and createthe shaker portion. Alternatively you 
can cut 4-5 more card fronts and stack them together to create the shaker window.

12. Remove foam tape liner. Carefully pour in sequins to the window.

13. Cut a piece of cardstock slightly smaller than the back of the squared storefront and press it on the 
back to create the shaker element.

1414. Score White 5-½” x 8-½” cardstock at 4-¼” and fold in half. Adhere shaker portion to be flush with
the bottom of the card.

15. Directly above the shaker piece where the scalloped edge of the awning will go, layer 2 or 3 pieces 
of foam tape.

16. Adhere awning to top of the card using liquid glue or double-sided adhesive at the top. The
scalloped edge should be sitting on the foam tape.

17. Piece together the snowmen and add in front of the window.

1818. Place enamel dots over the wreath and garland.

19. Attach the joy sentiment to the middle of the awning.

See video for a closer look at the key steps to creating this card.

Card Size: 5-½” x 4-¼”
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